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The place
The Arthur-Pieman recreational vehicle track network
enables you to explore more than 80 km of breathtaking
coastal scenery and untamed backcountry. It’s a journey
through ancient lands, sculpted by the Southern Ocean’s
enormous swells, and tended by the hands of thousands
of generations of Aboriginal people. Throughout the
region, you may see markers of their heritage in the form
of middens, hut depression sites, artefacts and rock art.
This heritage, combined with the area’s extraordinary
natural beauty, makes this one of Tasmania’s premier
4WD experiences.
First reserved in 1982, the Arthur-Pieman Conservation
Area protects more than 100 000 hectares of magnificent
country. Its northern boundary begins near Marrawah,
some 10 km to the north of Arthur River, while its southern
boundary follows the broad curves of the Pieman River.
From the western coastline the reserve extends up to
20 kms inland. It crosses rolling buttongrass plains, heavily
dissected by myriad creeks and streams arising in the
Norfolk Range, until it meets the courses of the Frankland,
Lindsay and Donaldson rivers. The Arthur-Pieman
Conservation Area is the western portion of a much larger
region extending inland, known as takayna / Tarkine.
All recreational vehicle tracks in the Arthur-Pieman
follow the coast, with the exception of one challenging
west-east inland track – the Balfour Track – which leads to
Balfour (a mining ghost town) and links with the Western
Explorer Road. The Western Explorer is a 2WD gravel road
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The recreational vehicle
tracks are for competent,
experienced 4WD users
with high clearance
vehicles (not SUVs),
and for trail bikes and
quad bikes. The terrain
and challenges include
beaches, river mouths,
quicksand, slippery
seaweed, dunes, jagged
rocks, deep water holes
and swiftly-flowing river
and creek crossings.

PL AYGROUND
OR PARK?
This reserve was set aside
to protect the area’s
magnificent coastline
and its extraordinary
natural and Aboriginal
cultural heritage. If you
appreciate these things,
then the Arthur-Pieman’s
for you. If you’re after
4WD action and mud runs,
then there are many other
places in Tasmania to go.
Contact 4WD Tasmania
(www.4wdtasmania.org)

that roughly follows the eastern
border of the reserve. The road
travels high across the landscape,
connecting Temma on the
West Coast with Corinna on the
banks of the Pieman River.
As you explore the Arthur-Pieman,
you’ll drive along wild and remote
beaches, cross tannin-stained
rivers, pass spectacular rock
formations, see ancient Aboriginal
heritage, and meet some of the
wildlife living in the colourful
heathland and on the vast
buttongrass plains.
South of Arthur River township,
the coast and backcountry is
largely uninhabited, save for a
few tiny shack settlements in
the north. It’s a wild expanse of
coastline and country seen by a
privileged few.
Traditional Aboriginal occupation
of this area ended in the 1840s.
Since then, this land has had
ongoing visits from today’s
Aboriginal community, and
captivated many others: cattle
drovers, miners, hunters, fishers,
horse-riders, shack-owners,
campers, naturalists, bushwalkers,
photographers, surfers, and
four‑wheel drivers.
This is the remote, spectacular
and wild West Coast.
Be prepared and enjoy!
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1409 Main Road,
Ph: (03) 6457 1225

The essentials

Pass valid to:

Driver’s Licence No:

Thank you for purchasing a 12 month Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area Recreational Driver Pass.
Your fee is wholly spent in the area and contributes to track maintenance, land management and staffing within the

This pass allows you to drive on designated recreational vehicle tracks and routes (the designated vehicle area) in t
Pieman Conservation Area, subject to the following conditions:
1. Vehicles must be registered and display registration plates in accordance with the Vehicle and Traffic Act 1999.

RECREATIONAL DRIVER PASS

2. Drivers must possess a current driver’s licence for the type of vehicle being driven.

3. This pass must be presented to an authorised officer (Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service or Tasmania Police) w
to do so.

4. Vehicles must only be driven on specified tracks, beaches and areas listed overleaf and shown on the vehicle tra
Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area Recreational Driving Guide, provided with this pass. (Vehicle track maps are also av
www.parks.tas.gov.au)

If you intend driving on Arthur-Pieman’s recreational
vehicle tracks, you need a recreational driver pass.
Passes can be purchased through
the Parks on-line shop
is your
(http.//shop.parks.tas.gov.au), orThis
Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area
Recreational
12 month Recreational Driver Pass
Driver Pass
in-person from a Service Tasmania
outlet or the Parks office at
Arthur River.

5. Drivers must abide by vehicle control signs (in some circumstances, tracks may have seasonal or maintenance c

Peter Mooney
General Manager
Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service

You must carry this
on your person when
driving on recreational
vehicle tracks in
the Arthur-Pieman
Conservation Area.
Pop the card out along
the perforations.

The pass system is designed to
ensure your safety, and to protect
the area’s natural and cultural
values. The land is fragile, with
much of it underlain by sandy or
peaty soils. The coastal region
contains immensely valuable and
irreplaceable Aboriginal heritage.
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Driver’s Licence No:

Pass valid to:

SA

Failure to hold a
current recreational
driver pass and to
comply with the
conditions of your
pass may result in
a fine and you may
be asked to leave
the reserve.

•

It is a condition of your
pass that your vehicle is
registered and you have a
current driver’s licence for the type of vehicle you
are driving (e.g. motorcycle riders need a motorcycle
licence). Unregistered, unlicensed vehicles have no
insurance cover.

•

Your pass is non-transferable and allows entry to tracks
identified as open for recreational drivers.

•

Your pass gives you authority to drive within the
Arthur-Pieman designated vehicle area as shown
on the maps in this guide and as per on-ground
track signs.

•

You may be asked to provide
your pass to a Parks staff person
for inspection.

In this publication,
‘recreational
vehicle’ refers to
high clearance 4WD
vehicles, ATVs, quad
bikes, buggies and
trail bikes.
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•

Your fee is wholly spent in the area and contributes to
track maintenance, land management and staffing within
the Arthur-Pieman.

The Arthur-Pieman is a Conservation Area – you do not
need a National Parks Pass.
Road rules apply. You may be off the beaten track but
you’re not off the hook.

RESTRICTED VEHICLES
(RV) (e.g. quad bikes,
trail bikes)
RV-plated vehicles
must also comply with
RV-licence restrictions,
including driving
only between sunrise
and sunset, no pillion
passengers, helmet to be
worn, and speed limit not
to exceed 40km/h.
Registration must be
current and plates
displayed.

40
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PREPARING TO VISIT
Biosecurity
•

Root rot (Phytophthora cinnamomi) is a microscopic
plant disease which causes dieback or death by attacking
the roots of many of our heathland plants.

•

Chytrid frog fungus is a disease decimating our native
frog populations. Both diseases are spread in mud (on
vehicle tyres, horse hooves, boots and camping gear).
Staying on designated tracks helps prevent the spread
of chytrid and root rot, as does washing your vehicle and
gear prior to and after visiting the Arthur-Pieman.

•

To prevent the introduction of marine pests, clean boats,
fishing gear, dive gear and bilge water.

Fuel
•

There is no fuel at Arthur River or Corinna. The nearest
fuel in the north is at Redpa or Marrawah, or in the south
at Zeehan or Waratah.

Food
•

Carry adequate supplies of food and water in case you
get stranded or delayed.

•

In the north, small stores at Arthur River, Redpa and
Marrawah supply basic grocery lines, ice, some hot food,
fishing gear and bait. In the south, a very small selection
of emergency lines is available at Corinna; otherwise go
to Zeehan or Waratah for nearest groceries.

Water
There is no fresh water supply in Arthur River, only bore
water which must be boiled before drinking. In some areas
of the Arthur-Pieman where cattle are grazing, the quality
of the water cannot be guaranteed. If unsure, boil water
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for three minutes before drinking or use sterilising
tablets. The brown colour in the water is from tannin in
the vegetation. Tannin does not flavour the water or make
it unsafe to drink. Creeks often run very low in summer,
causing the water to be undrinkable. High tides and salt
spray will often cause brackish water near the coast.
Avoid collecting water from Sundown Creek downstream
of the main road crossing where an old dump site leaches
toxins into the creek.

Communications
•

Tell someone your intended route and dates. Let them
know when you return.

•

Mobile phone coverage is very limited. You are advised
to carry a satellite phone, personal locator beacon (PLB)
and/or a UHF radio.

Check latest conditions
•

Check tide times and swell height. Please note however,
that driving on beaches at low tide does not guarantee
safe passage. Tides on the West Coast are notoriously
unpredictable. Strong sea surges can occur at any time.

•

Check the Parks website (www.parks.tas.gov.au) for any
track notifications, or contact staff at Arthur River.

Travelling in a group
•
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For your own safety you should travel in a group with
at least two other vehicles. Optimum group size is
three to six vehicles. More than this creates problems
at campsites and detracts from the experience of
other visitors.

VEHICLE CHECKLIST
Clean your vehicle (refer Biosecurity page 5).
Ensure your vehicle is registered.
Service your vehicle before visiting, including
checking the function of navigational instruments and
communication equipment.
Know basic mechanical maintenance of your vehicle and
carry adequate fuel, water, oils, tools, recovery equipment
and spares (e.g. fan belts, two spare tyres, radiator/heater
hoses, fuel tank/radiator repair kits).
At a minimum, carry an approved snatch strap, two rated
“D” shackles, a long handled spade, compressor (for tyre
inflation), winch (hand or powered), ground anchor and
sand ladders.
Carry a comprehensive first aid kit (include antihistamine
medication) and a fire extinguisher.
Install a tall flag on your vehicle to avoid head-on
collisions when driving over the crest of a dune or around
blind corners.

DOB IN A HOON!

Report environmental vandalism to:
Phone: 0419 976 028
Email: apca.enforcement@parks.tas.gov.au
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Maps
Pass valid to:

r’s Licence No:

you for purchasing a 12 month Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area Recreational Driver Pass.

e is wholly spent in the area and contributes to track maintenance, land management and staffing within the Arthur-Pieman.

ss allows you to drive on designated recreational vehicle tracks and routes (the designated vehicle area) in the ArthurConservation Area, subject to the following conditions:

hicles must be registered and display registration plates in accordance with the Vehicle and Traffic Act 1999.

WHERE YOU CAN DRIVE AND
WHAT YOU NEED

ivers must possess a current driver’s licence for the type of vehicle being driven.

s pass must be presented to an authorised officer (Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service or Tasmania Police) when requested
do so.

hicles must only be driven on specified tracks, beaches and areas listed overleaf and shown on the vehicle track maps in the
hur-Pieman Conservation Area Recreational Driving Guide, provided with this pass. (Vehicle track maps are also available online:
ww.parks.tas.gov.au)

To drive in the Arthur-Pieman designated vehicle area,
all 4WD, trail bike and quad bike drivers need:

ivers must abide by vehicle control signs (in some circumstances, tracks may have seasonal or maintenance closures).

•

a recreational driver pass. Purchase a pass on-line

er Mooney
at http://shop.parks.tas.gov.au, or in-person from
neral Manager
mania Parks and WildlifeaService
Service Tasmania outlet or the Parks office at

Arthur River.

s your
ational
r Pass

E
L
P

Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area
12 month Recreational Driver Pass
Driver’s Licence No:

t carry this
person when
on recreational
racks in
ur-Pieman
vation Area.

M
A
S
Pass valid to:

card out along
orations.

Disclaimer: Persons
entering or conducting
activities on reserve
land pursuant to this
authority do so entirely
at their own risk. Liability
is not accepted by the
state of Tasmania or the
Department of Primary
Industries, Parks, Water
and Environment for any
injury, loss or damage
suffered by any such
person, whether resulting
from negligence or any
other cause.

•

this Arthur-Pieman Recreational Driving Guide

•

to watch the Arthur‑Pieman Recreational Driving video:
www.youtube.com/user/PWSTasmania

•

a current driver’s licence for the type of vehicle
being driven

•

a registered vehicle(s)

NOTE: Tracks and roads shown on these maps are not
necessarily open to the public at all times. Please refer to
signs on ground.

“Stay on Track! Don’t drive off designated tracks.
I did and got caught. It’s not worth the fine, and it
doesn’t do the land or anyone any good.”
Marrawah local
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THIS IS A MULTIPLE-USE RESERVE
You will be sharing parts of the road with
walkers, mountain bikes, trail bikes, quad bikes,
horses, cattle.

Sandy Cape Track

OPEN TRACKS
Look out for these signs. Only tracks marked
with a black dotted line on the following
maps and sign-posted on-ground as open
form the Arthur-Pieman designated vehicle
area. Use of other tracks, or off-track driving,
is prohibited.

TRAVEL TIMES
Travel times will vary widely according to local
conditions. These times are in good conditions at a
leisurely speed.
Arthur River-Sandy Cape – 5 hrs
Arthur River-Couta Rocks – 20 mins
Couta Rocks-Temma – 15 mins
Temma-Balfour via Balfour Track – 4 hrs
Balfour-Corinna (via Western Explorer) – 2 hrs
Temma-Sandy Cape – 4 hrs return
Arthur River-Corinna (via Western Explorer) – 2.5 hrs

WESTERN EXPLORER ROAD
(Arthur River to Corinna)
The condition of this 112 km long road varies
throughout the year. It’s best in early summer
after a fresh grading. Toward the end of summer,
it can become corrugated and pot-holed. In
good conditions, allow about 2 hours travel time
(without stops) from Arthur River to Corinna, and
expect to travel at a speed of around 70 km/hr.
To cross the Pieman River at Corinna you need to
engage the services of The Fatman – Tasmania’s
only cable-driven vehicle barge. The service
operates on demand from 9am to 7pm (1st October31st March) and from 9am to 5pm (1st April-30th
September). A small charge applies. For details on
load and length capacity, phone (03) 6446 1170.
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Driving safely
•

A new, expensive 4WD doesn’t guarantee you safe
passage through the Arthur-Pieman.

•

Know your vehicle. Know how
to drive it.

•

Seek professional, local
knowledge, go with a guide
and/or join a 4WD club.
Contact 4WD Tasmania –
www.4wdtasmania.org

•

Dont drive at night! There are
too many hazards.

The ArthurPieman is NOT
the place to learn
4WD techniques.
It is remote.
Communications
are unreliable.
Help may be hours
or days away.

About the tracks
•

Only drive on tracks signed as open and shown on
these maps as open. These tracks have been carefully
chosen to have the least impact on the environment.
Abusing this may cause closure of some tracks.

•

Observe all road signs,
especially track closures
and restrictions.

•

If you know the area has been
subject to recent high rainfall,
delay your visit until the track
surfaces dry out.

•

Use existing entry and exit
points when crossing streams
and creeks where bridges and
culverts are not provided.

•

Avoid wheel spin – it damages
the track surface.

“We’ve been pulling
people and their
vehicles out of the
Arthur-Pieman for
more than 30 years
…that quicksand’s
deadly. Know your
vehicle. Have good
quality, appropriate
recovery gear. Just
because a vehicle is
new and expensive,
doesn’t guarantee
its recovery gear
is up to standard.
Get professional,
local advice.
Know what to
do if you get in
trouble. Assess each
situation carefully.
If you don’t know
what you’re doing,
don’t go!”
Snow Nielsen,
State Emergency
Service
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•

If a tree has fallen across the track and you can move it,
please do so, rather than driving around it. If not, notify
Parks as soon as you can.
•

Driving through the
Arthur-Pieman is a
privilege, not a right.
Please don’t abuse it.

West Coast rocks are extremely
hard and jagged. At low tide,
avoid rocks and drive on sand.
At high tide, if your vehicle has
high clearance, drive carefully
over the rocks.

•

Beware: you will occasionally encounter free-roaming
agisted cattle (1 March-30 September).

•

Where gates exist, leave them as you found them,
i.e. open-open; closed-closed.

•

Highly sensitive areas along the coastline have been
fenced to prevent damage from vehicles and cattle.
Please do not enter these areas.

•

Take note of the track surface and deflate tyres to
improve traction and minimise track damage.

•

Many tracks are very rough – allow plenty of travel time.

•

If you break down, do not leave your vehicle.

Driving through a deep water hole
•

Deep water holes exist on the
Balfour Track. This track should
not be attempted unless your
vehicle has a snorkel; you
are familiar with how to drive
through deep water; and you
are aware of the risks it poses to
your vehicle.

•

Travel in groups in case you get
bogged as there are very few
trees to winch from.

•

The dark, tannin-stained water
makes it almost impossible to
see the depth of a water hole
– they often look deeper than
they are. Bases are usually firm,
however walk the waterhole
first to check.

The dark, tannin-stained
water makes it almost
impossible to see the
depth of a water hole.
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•

Where possible, drive through the water holes, not
around them. Track braiding caused by driving around
water holes is unsightly, damages vegetation and erodes
peat soils which take thousands of years to form.

•

Repair any damage caused by a recovery operation.

•

You are more valuable than your vehicle. If recovery of
your vehicle is not safe – do not attempt it. Contact State
Emergency Services. Be aware, a recovery service is
expensive, and you will be charged.
PLEASE NOTE: Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service do
not recover vehicles.

Driving on beaches and crossing
river mouths
•

Reduce tyre pressure to assist with flotation and traction.
Reduce your speed too, as it’s
easy to roll a tyre off the rim
with a low-pressure tyre.
Driving on sand

•

Use only designated entry and
exit routes on beaches.

•

At the beach entry, spend
several minutes observing
how far up the beach the tide
comes. When driving along
the beach, keep re‑checking,
including behind you – the
water can chase you from
behind and surround
your vehicle.

•

Beware of sand drop-offs/
beach wash-outs.

•

Drive on the ‘hard-pack’ sand
below the high water mark –
but not too close to the water, as soft spots or holes are
concealed by wet sand.

•

Don’t drive above the high water mark – shorebirds
nest in scrapes in the sand which are impossible to see
when driving. Their chicks are also well camouflaged
amongst the seaweed. During breeding season, between
September and April, keep to the hard, clean wet sand. If
you see shorebirds, give them time to move away.

dunes is only
permitted where
indicated on the
recreational vehicle
track maps.
Most dunes in the
Arthur-Pieman are
sensitive and out-ofbounds for vehicles.
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•

Drive in groups of at least three vehicles, all of which
carry full recovery gear. Stay close together, especially
when approaching river mouths.
•

Vehicles should have strong
tow points front and rear, and
have towing ropes quickly at
hand. Tow balls and tow bars are
not approved recovery points.
Keep yourself and spectators
well clear of towing and
winching operations. Straps
and cables which break can
injure or kill.

•

Quicksand usually occurs near
and between sand dunes, and at
river mouths, particularly where
a river meanders, and around
rocks.

•

When crossing river mouths,
keep as close as possible to the
sea, wait for waves to recede,
and cross on the hard wavewashed sand.

•

Irreplaceable Aboriginal
heritage is destroyed by driving
over middens. It is an offence to
damage or destroy Aboriginal
heritage. Heavy fines apply.

West Coast sand swallows
vehicles! It is unlike any
other sand driving you
will have experienced.
If high seas/coastal wind
warnings are forecast,
stay away. Whilst driving
on beaches is easier at
low tide, it does NOT
guarantee safe passage.

•
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Drive slowly. Hard sand can become soft sand
unexpectedly.

Aboriginal shell midden

•

Avoid driving over deep patches of wet, slippery bull kelp.
It’s almost impossible to get traction.

•

Normal road rules apply on beaches – i.e. stick to the left
if vehicles are approaching.

•

Reinflate your tyres when leaving the sand.

Recovering a vehicle
from quicksand
•

A vehicle caught in quicksand
has a few minutes for a
successful retrieval.

•

If recovery of your vehicle
is impossible, get yourself
and your most valuable
items out. Contact State
Emergency Services.

Driving along West
Coast beaches
is treacherous.
Quicksand and freak
waves have claimed
numerous vehicles.

SEA FOAM

After several days of big seas, sea foam can often be seen piled
metres high against the dunes and floating on the surface of
rivers. It’s created by normal organic impurities in the ocean that,
when churned together by powerful waves, form bubbles which
mass as foam. The foam is often greatest near river mouths, with
the brown colour of the sea foam caused by the tannins in the
freshwater. Sea foam can be very dangerous. Horses, cattle and
dogs have all been suffocated by it, while unwary beach drivers
can collide with large logs or sandbanks hidden by the foam.
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NATIONAL FOUR-WHEEL
DRIVE CODE OF ETHICS
•

Obey the laws and regulations for recreational vehicles
that apply to public lands.

•

Respect the cultural, heritage and environmental values
of public/private land, by obeying restrictions that
may apply.

•

Respect our flora and fauna. Stop and look,
but never disturb.

•

Keep to formed vehicle tracks.

•

Keep the environment clean. Carry your own, and any
other, rubbish out.

•

Keep your vehicle mechanically sound and clean to
reduce the environmental impact.

•

Adopt minimal impact camping and driving practices.

•

Seek permission before driving on private land. Do not
disturb livestock or watering points, leave gates as found.

•

Take adequate water, food, fuel, basic spares and a first
aid kit on trips. In remote areas, travel with another
vehicle and have radio contact.

•

Enjoy your recreation and respect the rights of others.

•

Plan ahead and lodge trip details with a
responsible person.

•

Support four-wheel drive touring as a responsible and
legitimate family recreational activity. Consider joining
an affiliated four wheel drive club.
Produced by the Australian National Four Wheel Drive Council Inc in the
interest of promoting responsible recreational vehicle use.

DOB IN A HOON!

Report environmental vandals: Hoon activities include
driving on closed tracks, over dunes, across middens,
through fenced-off areas, repeated driving through
water crossings or bog holes enlarging the hole, circle
work, destruction of signage / gates / other public
property, harassment of wildlife and cutting down trees in
campsites etc.
Provide details of offenders to:
• Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service
0419 976 028 / apca.enforcement@parks.tas.gov.au
• 4WD Tasmania
http://4wdtasmania.org/Publications/dob-in-a-hoon.pdf
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TRACK SIGNS
Instructional road signs have been installed at key
junctions on the tracks throughout the Arthur-Pieman.

TRACK IDENTIFICATION
Each open track is named at the start of the track
and also at track junctions. Regular totem posts (with
the tyre logo) also appear throughout the length of
the track to reassure you that you are driving on an
open track. Remember which track you are driving
on in the event of an emergency.

Sandy Cape Track

Sandy Cape Track
Beach
Hazards

General Warnings

Quick Sand

Tidal activity

Deep / fast flowing river crossings

SEVERE HAZARD AREA
Using this area exposes you to SEVERE HAZARDS.
This means you are not protected from natural hazards such as
cliffs or falling tree limbs. Where provided by the PWS,
structures are for environmental protection purposes only

and must be used with extreme caution. This area is only
suitable for experienced visitors fully prepared to face and meet
all challenges. You must be properly prepared to meet those
hazards on their own terms. This is your responsibility.

HAZARDS
Hazards, such as quicksand, deep river crossings,
steep dunes etc are indicated at the start of each
track.
EMERGENCIES
Dial 000 or call VHF 16 in life-threatening situations
only. In non life-threatening situations, seek the
assistance of other vehicles or a recovery service.

CLOSED TRACKS
Tracks closed for rehabilitation are marked with
this totem.
SEASONAL TRACK CLOSURES
Some tracks may be closed seasonally. These will be
indicated by temporary signage on-ground.
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LEAVE NO TRACE
The beauty of the Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area depends on
your support. The following seven principles of Leave No Trace
have been adopted by parks world-wide. They make logical sense.
Please follow them.
1
•
•
•
•

PLAN AHEAD AND PREPARE
If driving on tracks, get your permit in advance.
Prepare for extreme weather, hazards and emergencies.
Travel and camp in small groups to minimise your impact.
If bushwalking, take maps and a compass or GPS and know
how to use them.

2
•

DRIVE, WALK AND CAMP ON DURABLE SURFACES
This is environmentally sensitive country. Stay on formed
roads and designated tracks.
Avoid spreading Phytophthora (root rot) by ensuring boots,
camping gear and vehicle tyres are clean before and after
your visit, and stay on the marked tracks.

•

3
•
•

•
4
•
•

LEAVE WHAT YOU FIND
Leave rocks, plants and other natural objects as you
find them.
Respect Aboriginal sites and other sites of cultural
significance.

5
•
•

USE A FUEL STOVE—MINIMISE THE IMPACTS OF FIRE
Fuel stoves are preferred.
Campfires are permitted, however only collect wood from
beaches, or bring your own. Do not collect vegetation. Do not
leave campfires unattended.

6
•

RESPECT WILDLIFE
Keep wildlife wild. Feeding animals can turn them into pests
and may make them sick.
Avoid driving or walking above high tide where shorebirds
nest from September to April.
Do not disturb grazing animals.

•
•
7
•
•
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DISPOSE OF WASTE PROPERLY
If you bring it in, take it out. There is no rubbish collection.
Where there are no public toilets, bury all faecal waste
and toilet paper in a 15-20 cm deep hole at least 100 m
from water, camps and tracks. Cover and disguise the hole
when finished.
Long term campers should bring a portaloo.
(Dump station at Gardiner Point, Arthur River.)

BE CONSIDERATE OF YOUR HOSTS AND OTHER VISITORS
Respect other visitors and protect the quality of
their experience.
Only visit places where you have obtained
appropriate permission.

Camping & activities
Camp Fees
Camping permits, fees and conditions apply throughout
the Arthur-Pieman. Twenty-four hour self-registration boxes
are located at the Arthur River Parks office and at the
information booth on the corner of Couta Rocks and Temma
Road. (Note: Self-registration services are cash only.)
PLEASE NOTE: Camping south of Temma is complimentary
with the purchase of a Recreational Drivers Pass.

Campsites
SERVICED CAMPING
There are three serviced campgrounds at Arthur River
suitable for caravans and camping, with water and toilet
facilities (Manuka, Peppermint and Prickly Wattle – see
map 2). Wood is not supplied, but may be collected from
beaches (no chainsaws, unless by special authority
from Parks).
UNSERVICED CAMPING: There are several beautiful
places to camp along the coast. These sites are marked on
the maps. They have no facilities. Please observe the Leave
No Trace principles (inside cover).
PLEASE NOTE: Camping is not permitted within the
laraturunawn / Sundown Point and nungu / West Point
state reserves.

Camping ‘know-how’
•

Choose a campsite that has been used before,
rather than creating a new one. Approved campsites are
highlighted on the maps.

•

Don’t camp under trees (gum trees are notorious for
dropping limbs unexpectedly).

If you’ve brought it in,
you’ve got room to take
it out. Leave No Trace
(opposite page).
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•

A word about washing (yourself and your dishes): if you
use creek water for washing, use a bucket and wash well
away from the creek. Avoid using soap or detergent –
these don’t occur naturally in the environment, so it’s
best not to introduce them.

•

What about food scraps? Wildlife don’t eat what most
humans eat, so don’t tempt them by throwing out your
food scraps. It just makes them sick, and can turn them
into campsite pests.

•

Leave the camping area as you would want to find it. Take
out your rubbish, and report littering by phoning the litter
hotline (1300 135 513).

•

In the event of an unexpected wildfire, relocate to the
nearest beach immediately. You may need to leave
camping equipment behind as fire travels quickly
through this country.

Campfires
Fuel stoves are best for cooking. They don’t damage
the local environment and they greatly reduce the risk
of escaped fire. You also don’t need to worry about
bringing firewood.
Remember: on days of total fire ban, all types of fuel –
even gas stoves – are prohibited.
IF YOU DO HAVE A FIRE:
• use an existing fireplace where possible.
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•

never build a fire over peat soil (dark brown organic soil)
– it is illegal! Fires on this type of soil can burn
underground, unseen, for weeks.

•

you may only collect beach-cast wood. There are heavy
penalties for cutting down trees on reserved land.
Wood may also be purchased from a local vendor.

•

never build a fire on an Aboriginal midden.

•

don’t build a fire under a tree.

•

store your wood 3 m or more from the fire.

•

don’t use stones around the fireplace – some of
them explode.

•

someone should always be responsible for watching
the fire.

•

keep your fire burning less than half a metre high.

•

don’t burn plastics or nappies (foul and/or toxic
fumes result).

•

when moving on, ensure your fire is completely
extinguished and spread the cold ashes, first making sure
you’ve picked out any non-flammable items and bagged
them into your rubbish.

What about the loo?
There are no toilets beyond Arthur River.
LONG-TERM CAMPERS
• You must bring a portaloo in unserviced camp areas.
SHORT-TERM CAMPERS
• Choosing the location is important: don’t dig your
toilet hole within 100 m of a creek or river because your
waste percolates underground and ends up in your
water source. Don’t dig your toilet hole within 100 m of
a campsite because it stinks and flies move from your
toilet to your food, spreading Giardia, which gives you
gastro. Don’t dig your hole near the foreshore as you’ll
most likely be disturbing midden material.
•

The deeper the hole, the better the decomposition and
the less likely it is that animals will dig up your waste.
15-20 cm is good (about a spade depth). Bury the toilet
paper as well, don’t burn it – bushfires have resulted.
Cover and disguise the hole when finished – a rock on
top is a good idea to stop animals from investigating.
There’s nothing worse than stumbling upon other
people’s toilet waste.

•

And something you might not know: disposing of food
scraps in the bush can spread some fruits and vegetables,
especially blackberries and other brambles. It also
attracts wasps and flies.
Dogs are allowed in some parts of the ArthurPieman but prohibited in laraturunawn /
Sundown Point and nungu / West Point state
reserves. If beach walking with your dog, keep to
the water’s edge, well away from shorebird
nesting areas. Dogs caught chasing wildlife or
annoying other visitors may be removed from
the reserve. Dogs must be kept under control.
Owners must collect their dog’s droppings.
Chainsaw use is prohibited, except under special
authority from Parks.
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ACTIVITIES
Give your vehicle a rest and try some of these other options.

Fishing
Estuary fishing, surf fishing and diving for abalone and
rock lobster are all possible, however any fishing along
the coast is dangerous. Freak waves and drownings have
occurred. Recreational fishing bag and size limits apply
throughout the Arthur-Pieman (refer to the Recreational
Sea Fishing Guide).
Arthur River fishing: A licence is not required when salmon
fishing in the Arthur River west of the bridge. An inland
fishing licence is required east of the bridge. Netting in the
Arthur River is prohibited.
Pieman River fishing: The prize catch are the large and
abundant sea-running ocean trout. Mostly caught on lures,
they average around 4 kg, but can be up to 12 kg. Whitebait
run in October and November. Licences can be purchased
from the General Store in Corinna. There is a boat ramp
at Corinna.

Boating
The coastal waters are wild and unpredictable. Boat access
to the ocean is via the beaches by 4WD vehicle only with
a long trailer pole. There are no sealed ramps. Ensure you
are equipped with the appropriate safety equipment for
‘Open Waters’. The boat ramp at Arthur River is for access
to the river. (Note: It is impossible to bring a boat in over
the shallow sandbar at the mouth of the Arthur River.
Pieman Heads is equally dangerous.)
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Nelson Bay

Kayaking/canoeing
Breathe in the fragrance of
ancient rainforest as you paddle
the tranquil Arthur and Pieman
rivers. Kayak/canoe hire is
available at Arthur River and
Corinna.

Surfing and swimming

This region is renowned for its
huge surf breaks, with the most
well known at Lighthouse Beach,
Marrawah (former host of the
Coldwater Classic). Beware:
conditions on this stretch of coast
are often extremely dangerous.
The beaches are remote.

Horse riding

Kayak/canoe hire is
available at Arthur River
and Corinna

Horses are allowed under special
authority from Parks. Contact Parks staff at Arthur River for
details and advice.

River cruises

Relax aboard one of the river cruise boats on the Pieman
or Arthur rivers and hear tales of miners and piners.
Arthur River Reflections Cruise – 03 6457 1288
Arthur River MV George Robinson Cruise – 03 6457 1158
Pieman River Cruise – 03 6446 1170.

Walking

There’s more than 100 km of spectacular, wild and remote
coastline to explore on foot, as well as the picturesque
rolling hinterland. Take a map, be well-prepared and enjoy!

Pieman River
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The landscape
The Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area offers a
variety of landscapes to explore: the coastal strip, an
extensive elevated plateau, and the north-south aligned
Norfolk Range which rises to 700 metres. Numerous
creeks and rivers arising in the Norfolk Range dissect the
surrounding plateau.
Most of the recreational vehicle
tracks occur along the narrow
coastal strip, however the Balfour
Track and the 2WD Western
Explorer Road allow exploration
through the heart of the region
and along the eastern foothills of
the Norfolk Range.

The Sandy Cape dunes
are the largest dunefields
in Tasmania, rising
spectacularly to around
50 metres above sea level.

The dramatic and exposed
West Coast is continually being
shaped by wind and water,
with waves up to 20 metres
high generated by the powerful
Roaring Forties winds. Along
the length of the coast, sand
dunes and beaches are studded
with rocky shores and coves.
Inland, deep peaty soils lie
protected beneath heathland,
moorland and forest.

The rocky shores and coves are mainly composed of
strikingly beautiful, highly metamorphosed ancient
quartzites, adorned with orange, green and grey lichens.
Granite outcrops occur south of Kenneth Bay, and minor
deposits of basalt occur near Temma.
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The vast majority of vegetation in
the Arthur-Pieman is buttongrass
moorland found on the broad,
open plateau. Near the coast,
the moorland is interspersed
with coastal heathlands.
Western peppermints (Eucalyptus
nitida) form copses along parts of
the coast, amongst silver banksias
(Banksia marginata). Along the
Western Explorer, occasional
stands of tall stringybark forest
(Eucalyptus obliqua) indicate
more fertile soils beneath,
while sub‑alpine rainforest
pockets occur in parts of the
Norfolk Range. Lush and diverse
wet forest species line the major
creeks and rivers.

Ground covering
coastal plants
protect sandy soils
from eroding.

DON’T BE A
HOON!

It takes hundreds of years for several
centimetres of peat soil to form –
and seconds for it to be destroyed.
Track rehabilitation costs taxpayers
thousands of dollars.

Hooning destroys
vegetation, exposing
soils to erosion. ArthurPieman’s recreational
vehicle tracks pass over
vegetated or mobile
sand, or peaty soils –
both types of terrain
are highly erodible.
Western Tasmania has
the most extensive
peatlands in the
southern hemisphere,
with the Arthur-Pieman
containing the largest
proportion.
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Sagg (Lomandra longifolia) was
used by Aborigines to weave
baskets. The tender leaf bases were
also eaten.
Silver banksia (Banksia marginata)
flowers produce generous amounts
of nectar, used as a sweet drink
by Aborigines.
Coast wattle (Acacia longifolia
subsp. sophorae), along with
common boobialla (Myoporum
insulare), coast beardheath
(Leucopogon parviflorus) and coast
teatree (Leptospermum scoparium)
are all large, sprawling shrubs
important for stabilising dunes and
providing food and shelter for small
birds and mammals.
Coast speedwell (Veronica novaehollandiae), a threatened species,
is being steadily overtaken by the
invasive and noxious sea spurge.
Arthur river greenhood
(Pterostylis rubenachii) is one of
25 plant species within the reserve
classified as threatened.
Western peppermint (Eucalyptus
nitida) is the most abundant
eucalypt species in western
Tasmania, growing low and
spreading near the coast.
Coast paperbark (Melaleuca
ericifolia) grows to a tall tree in
swampy areas, such as around
Rebecca Lagoon. The papery
bark was used by local Aborigines
to build their canoes and domeshaped huts.
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Buttongrass (Gymnoschoenus
sphaerocephalus) is the dominant
species in buttongrass moorland.

Invaders
Root rot and sea spurge are the
worst disease and weed invaders
in the reserve. Thankfully, the
coastal area of the Arthur-Pieman
is relatively free of woody weeds
such as boxthorn, gorse and
blackberry. To keep it that way, and
to prevent further spread of root
rot, it’s essential that you follow
the biosecurity instructions on
page 5.

Fire
You may see the occasional
firebreak. Fires burning in
buttongrass moorland are
very difficult to control.
During summer and autumn,
when the moisture content of
the peat soil is lower, moorland
fires can burn underground. Days
later, fire can re-kindle at the
surface. Although this country
has a history of fire – and in fact
was created by fire due to regular
mosaic burning by Aboriginal
people – uncontrolled wildfire
does enormous damage to the
landscape. In 2003 and 2016,
lightning strikes resulted in a
large percentage of the reserve
being burnt (77 000 hectares).
The buttongrass moorland is
managed by Parks with a regime
of planned burns to limit the
spread of wildfire; maintain
biodiversity to ensure suitable
habitat for animals; and promote
regeneration of plants that
depend on fire.

Sea spurge
(Euphorbia
paralias) is a highly
invasive noxious
weed occurring in
alarming densities
in the dunes along
the coast. Spread
mainly by wind and
waves, its milky sap
causes extreme eye
and skin irritation.
If you’d like to join a
volunteer sea spurge
eradication team,
contact the Parks
office at Arthur
River.

Micah Visoui

Ragwort (Senecio
jacobaea) is a declared
weed in Tasmania.
Small infestations
occur between Temma
and Greenes Point. Any
plants found should
be reported to Parks
immediately.

Micah Visoui
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The wildlife
The Arthur-Pieman teems with life, with its many diverse
habitats (coast, wetlands, rivers, streams, heathlands,
moorlands and forests) providing food and shelter for
a great variety of animals, including platypus, echidnas,
wombats, wallabies, pademelons,
quolls, bandicoots, devils,
possums, frogs, snakes, skinks and
a multitude of birds and insects.
For bird lovers, a rich variety can
be discovered. Inland, the mosaic
of heath and moorland provides
habitat for ground parrots,
blue-winged parrots, wrens,
quails, honeyeaters, pardalotes,
currawongs, yellow-tailed black
Bennetts wallaby
cockatoos and white-breasted
sea eagles. On the beaches,
you’re likely to see red-capped
plovers, hooded plovers, fairy
terns, pacific gulls and pied and
sooty oystercatchers. The coast is
Echidna
also part of the migratory corridor
for many birds, including Lathams snipe which breeds in
Japan and far east Russia and migrates to winter here. The
river estuaries, lagoons and swamps are popular feeding
areas for many water birds, including black swans, ducks,
grebes, herons and egrets, which feed on the native fish,
frogs, insects and freshwater crustaceans.
Wombat
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Pademelon

Due to the size of the reserve, its naturalness and its
variety of habitats, it is an enormously important refuge
for Tasmanian wildlife, including its unique and threatened
plants and animals. Numerous threatened fauna species
occur within the reserve, including the green and gold frog,
wedge-tailed eagle, orange-bellied parrot, fairy tern and
shy albatross.
Spotted-tailed quolls live in the
Arthur-Pieman’s coastal scrub
areas. Tasmania has two species
of quoll – the other is the eastern
quoll. Old-timers call them
‘native cats’, but they are in fact
carnivorous marsupials.
The Tasmanian devil population
has declined due to a recent
infectious cancer called Devil
Facial Tumour Disease. The
disease has not yet spread to the
Arthur-Pieman. Devils are keen
beachcombers and are often
seen, even in the daytime.

Spotted-tailed quoll

Tasmanian devil

Found only in western Tasmania,
Tasmanian tree frog
the endemic Tasmanian tree
frog is at risk from the spread
of chytrid fungus into the Arthur-Pieman region (refer
page 5). Its preferred habitat is buttongrass moorland and
sedgeland. Its call sounds like a quacking duck.

LAND OF THE THYLACINE

In the early days of the colony, the thylacine (Tasmanian tiger) was
blamed for killing stock. A bounty was placed on its head, with the last
animals being captured in the Arthur-Pieman region. By 1936, the last
captive thylacine died and, by 1986, it was declared extinct. Since
then, most of the unconfirmed thylacine sightings have occurred in
this area—so keep a look out …
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Pied oystercatcher

Hooded plover

Hooded plover nest
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Beaches are home to several
birds that nest in a mere scrape in
the soft sand, such as the hooded
plover and pied oystercatcher.
They are easily disturbed by
vehicles. To help the survival of
these birds, please stay close to
the water’s edge during breeding
season (Sep to Apr).
The critically endangered
orange-bellied parrot breeds
during summer in south-west
Tasmania. In winter it migrates
interstate, flying along the west
coast. With less than 80 breeding
pairs remaining, efforts are
being concentrated on a captive
breeding program in an attempt
to save the species.

Orange-bellied parrot

The people
Aboriginal heritage
The coastal recreational vehicle
tracks take you through areas
that have been trod and tended
by thousands of generations of
Aboriginal people. At the time
of European arrival in 1803,
the Arthur-Pieman region was
home to four Aboriginal bands:
the Peerapper (West Point),
Manegin (mouth of Arthur River),
Tarkiner (Sandy Cape) and
Peternidic people (mouth of
Pieman River).
Unlike most other Tasmanian
Aborigines – who lived in very
temporary bark shelters – the
Aboriginal people of the West and
South Coasts built dome-shaped
huts from the bark of tea-tree and
lined them with fur and feathers
for warmth. Often built in clusters,
or villages, they were located in
sheltered areas, near fresh water.

The profusion of
Aboriginal sites along the
Arthur-Pieman’s coastline
has led to the Australian
Heritage Commission
describing it as “one
of the world’s great
archaeological regions”.

SPONGOLITE is a
distinctive and rare
rock type which
made excellent
stone tools. It
occurs naturally at
very few locations in
Tasmania, however
spongolite stone
tools have been
found all over the
island, testament
to the trade that
occurred between
groups. More
commonly, stone
tools were made
of roughly flaked
quartzite.

They hunted seals, wallabies,
wombats and other mammals
and birds, and collected eggs,
shellfish, crayfish and a great
variety of plant food. Fire was
used as a management tool, with
regular burning of parts of the
landscape to keep it open and low
for easy movement and hunting,
and to stimulate the growth of a
variety of favoured plants. This
regular burning regime created
extensive areas of buttongrass
moorland across Tasmania,
including within the Arthur-Pieman area. Without fire,
moorland progresses to scrub and then forest.
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Within the ArthurPieman Conservation
Area, two areas
have been reserved
specifically to
acknowledge and
protect outstanding
Aboriginal values:
nungu / West Point
State Reserve and
laraturunawn /
Sundown Point
State Reserve.

“In the vicinity of
Temma we observed a
very compact hut far
different from those
seen to the eastward.
It was…in the shape
of a dome…made to
contain 12‑14 people
with ease. The
entrance was small
and not above two
foot high. The wood
used for the principal
supports had been
steamed and bent by
fire. The huts as well
as baskets and other
things produced by the
western natives evince
great ingenuity.”
(Jorgen Jorgensen, Chief
Surveyor of the VDL
Company, 1827)

In 1830, George
Augustus Robinson,
Government
Conciliator, also
recorded in his
journal coming upon
villages of huts
for groups of up to
40 persons, as he
travelled the South
and West coasts.
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Europeans arrived in 1803.
Within several decades of their
arrival, the thousands of years
of occupation by Aboriginal
people ended. The vast majority
of the thousand or so West Coast
Aborigines had died of European
diseases, or were killed by white
people. The remaining handful
were captured and exiled to a
mission on Flinders Island in
Bass Strait.
Innumerable middens, hut site
depressions, stone artefact
scatters, ceremonial stone
arrangements, petroglyphs (rock
engravings), spongolite quarries
and a moorland landscape, all
exist as testament to a people
who successfully managed the
landscape for many thousands
of years. Today’s Tasmanian
Aborigines visit and continue to
maintain the traditions of their
ancestors.
In 1842, the last free Tasmanian
Aboriginal family was captured
near Arthur River. It included
William Lanne, then a boy of
seven, his four brothers and their

Digital re-creation of huts at Rebecca Lagoon

parents. The family was taken to
Wybalenna, an Aboriginal Mission
on Flinders Island. Lanne’s parents
died soon after. When the mission
closed its doors in 1847, Lanne
was sent to the Orphan School
in Hobart. He later worked on
whaling ships until he died, aged
35, in 1869. Believed to have been
the last tribal male Aborigine,
Lanne’s body was subject to
repeated scientific mutilation
by leading surgeons of the day.
His skull was repatriated from
Edinburgh in 1991 and buried in
the north-west by the Tasmanian
Aboriginal community.
Aboriginal heritage is important
for all Tasmanians, providing
a rich record of an ancient
and irreplaceable history.
All Aboriginal heritage
is protected under the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975,
which prohibits the removal of,
or damage to, artefacts or sites,
including petroglyphs, stone
tools and middens. Amendments
to the Act commenced in August
2017 introducing tough new
penalties and fines.

William Lanne,
(1834–1869)
1866 albumen print Q180.2,
Charles Woolley
(1834–1922), TMAG.

At laraturunawn
/ Sundown Point,
ancient Aboriginal
rock engravings
(petroglyphs: petro = rock;
glyph = carving) can be
seen at high tide level on
the rocky headland on the
southern side of the mouth
of Sundown Creek. It is
estimated 90 per cent of
rock engravings on the
West Coast are buried by
sand drifts.

It is an offence to
damage or destroy any
Aboriginal heritage,
including driving
over middens.
Please respect
Aboriginal heritage.
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“Aboriginal sites
are everywhere.
Once they’re
damaged, they’re
lost forever. We
work with Parks
and the locals to
help look after our
heritage. Avoiding
erosion and staying
off sensitive sites
is the best thing we
can all do.”
Aboriginal
community member

Aboriginal shell midden

MIDDENS – WHY THEY ARE IMPORTANT

For today’s Tasmanian Aborigines, middens represent a strong
physical and spiritual link between past, present and future
Tasmanian Aborigines. For all Tasmanians, middens recall
a time we can never recover. Middens were formed as family
groups gathered to eat around a campfire. Over time, the sand
became layered with the spent meals of hundreds of generations
of families. Shells are the most common component of coastal
middens, but they also contain stone artefacts and tools, animal
bones, bone implements, ochre, charcoal and ash. Shellfish most
commonly eaten and visible within the middens on the West Coast
are warrener, periwinkle, limpet, whelk, mussel and abalone.

MIDDEN PROTECTION

In the past, there has been a great deal of permanent damage
done to middens by vehicles and cattle. To avoid this, know what
a midden looks like so you do not accidentally drive over one (see
photo). Some midden sites along the coast have been fenced to
protect them from being damaged by vehicles and cattle.
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Midden damage by vehicles

Piners and explorers
In the early decades of the 1800s, the north-west was
a region largely unknown to the new white settlers of
Van Diemen’s Land.The earliest visitors to the region,
from about 1816, were probably piners, collecting huon
pine from the Pieman River.
In 1825, the Van Diemen’s Land Company was formed by
the Colonial Office and ordered to settle land in north-west
Tasmania, then described as “beyond the ramparts of the
unknown”. Surveyors Lorymer and Jorgenson were sent
along the coast to the Pieman River in search of minerals
and grazing land.
Around the same time, between 1830 and 1834,
George Augustus Robinson and his party made three visits
to the north-west coast, being ultimately successful in
removing the remaining Aborigines from their homelands
(see Aboriginal Heritage). For the next half century, the
area remained largely deserted of people, with no bridges
over the major rivers, no roads, and no safe harbours.

Mining and droving
Western Tasmanian communities
were ultimately established
through mining – an identity that
strongly carries through to this
day – and an industry which has
generated enormous wealth for
Tasmania.
On the eastern edge of the
Arthur-Pieman lie the remnants
of the once-bustling mining town
of Balfour. Partially reclaimed
by the forest, the town was born
and briefly flourished with the
discovery of tin between 1884
and 1889, and then with copper
mining between 1901 and 1924.
During this time, the population
peaked at 700. In 1911, a 24 km long
horse-drawn wooden tramway was
built between Balfour and Temma

“My family was one
of the last living out
at the old mining town
at Balfour…‘spose
she was rugged and
remote, but we didn’t
know any different.
She’s pretty special
country alright…
country worth
looking after.”
Retired local resident

“The residents at
Balfour used to ride
(horses) up from
Balfour and Temma
to Marrawah for
dances in those times.
They used to be wild
and woolly dances
too and then after the
dance they rode back
home leaving about
four in the morning.”
Connie McDonald,
“Womens’ Stories”
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The mailman,
Cartledge, carrying the
mail to Balfour from
Temma along the horsedrawn tramline
Lennice Gale, Circular
Head Heritage Centre

Imperial Hotel,
Balfour, 1912

W McArthur, State Library
of Tasmania, Launceston

to ship the ore, with Temma deemed the safest harbour
along the treacherous coast. After 1924 the tramway fell
into disrepair. (The track from Temma to Balfour roughly
follows this route.)
Numerous other mineral leases were taken up between the
Nelson River and the Interview River – none of which ever
proved worth the effort.
Meanwhile, further south, the mining town of Zeehan
had a population of 10 000 people during the late
1800s. Cattle from the north-west were driven down
Arthur‑Pieman’s coast to supply meat to the town.
By 1900, almost the entire coastal strip from Marrawah to
the Thornton River was leased for cattle grazing.

The sole remaining
drovers’ hut at Rebecca
Creek – there were once
more than a dozen
between Arthur and
Pieman rivers.
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Before the Arthur
River bridge was built,
cattle would be swum
across the river, with
the first mob taken
over in the punt to
encourage the others
to swim behind.
Gerald Nicholls, Circular
Head Heritage Centre

Cattle being driven
along the beach to
coastal agistment.

Dulcie King, Circular
Head Heritage Centre

These days fewer cattle are
agisted and only for part of the
year (during autumn and winter)
while the home pastures recover.
They are often seen on the beach
eating kelp.
In the Temma area, a large
leasehold farm – Temma Farm –
once ran cattle. It has since been
converted to a Eucalyptus nitens
tree farm.

“We’ve been running
cattle through
this country for
generations…know
it like the back
of my hand. She’s
spectacular country.
Seen it in all its
moods. Wouldn’t live
anywhere else.”
4th generation
Arthur River cattle
farmer
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“We started spending
summer holidays at
the shack in the 60s.
We’d swim, walk, ride
and fool about all
summer till it was time
to go back to school.
We’re a bit quieter these
days – just like to sit
and soak it in.”

Shacks

In the 1950s, coastal shacks began
to appear, 100 or so years after the
last semi-permanent dwellings
(Aboriginal huts) existed along the
coast. Shacks that were originally
built for shelter and to store
Shack owner
fishing gear, soon became muchloved summer holiday havens by
generations of local West Coast
families. With the construction of the Arthur River bridge in
1968 came the opportunity for increased recreation along
the coast. More shacks were built. Today, the shacks north
of Temma are freehold, while the dozen or so shacks south
of Temma are leased from the Crown.

Commercial fishing
Commercial fishing families have operated out of the shack
settlements along the coast since the 1950s, with six resident
families currently working the coastline. With generations
of experience along this treacherous stretch of coast, they
have their share of tragic stories. Since 1960, six fishing boats
have been lost. Abalone, rock lobster, Australian salmon,
gummy shark and bastard trumpeter are commonly caught.
Some of the fishing fleet are
“Some people say we’re
winched ashore if rough weather
mad, but it’s all my
prohibits mooring offshore.
family’s ever known.
Not many of us work
this stretch. She’s
magic coastline, but
she can get real wild
and unpredictable…
plenty of people get in
trouble out here. Too
many boats lost over
the years – and too
many lives.”
3rd generation
commercial fisher,
Sandy Cape
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A couple of local companies
also harvest beach-cast bull kelp
under licence, winching the large,
leathery fronds aboard trailers.

Conservation
Conservation of the area has had a long history, beginning
in 1967 when the Circular Head Council recognised the
area’s significance for protection and promoted the
concept of the Norfolk Range National Park:
“With the opening up of the country south of the Arthur
River for timber milling and grazing a large area of land
will be cleared for man’s material use. Roads will be
constructed, shacks built on the Coast and people will
want to hunt the prolific wildlife in the area south of the
Lagoon River. Such pressures will eventually lead to the
rapid “modification” of this coast from the Arthur River
and if not checked, eventually to the Pieman River. The
Circular Head Council considers that an area of land
should be preserved and set aside as a National Park
for recreation by the people in the district and in fact for
Tasmanians as a whole.”
Norfolk Range National Park proposal, Circular Head Council, 1967

However, successive State Governments opposed the
concept, regarding the area as more important for mining
than nature conservation. For
the next three decades, land
In 1999, the Arthurmanagement was guided by
Pieman became a
various draft management
conservation area,
securing the future
plans, overseen by the Lands
of this beautifully
Department with input from local
wild landscape.
interest groups.
The 1980s saw great controversy
as forestry businesses pushed the
Government to develop a road
from Couta Rocks to Corinna to
assist logging activities. Works
commenced - and then ceased,
resulting in a ‘road to nowhere’
being built. The road was finally
completed in 1995, despite
continuing opposition. (This road
is the Western Explorer.)
Finally, in 1999, the Arthur-Pieman became a conservation
area, securing the future for people to visit to camp,
bushwalk, photograph, horse ride, surf, fish and kayak
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the rivers, revelling in the power of this beautifully wild
landscape. A management committee continues to
represent the range of interest groups and assist Parks to
manage the vast property.

4WD and other
recreational vehicles
have allowed increasing
exploration of the
Arthur-Pieman’s
magnificent coastline.

Conservation areas
protect and maintain
the natural and
cultural values of an
area, and allow for the
sustainable use of its
natural resources.
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In recent decades, 4WD and
other recreational vehicles
have provided increased
access to the Arthur‑Pieman’s
magnificent coastline. In 2008,
of the 50 000 people who
visited the Arthur-Pieman,
around 20 per cent explored
by 4WD. This new capacity for
people and vehicles to venture
further is causing significant
management challenges for Parks,
with unsightly track braiding,
significant erosion, and damage
to vegetation, dune systems,
and irreplaceable Aboriginal
heritage. Together, Parks and the
local community are working to
allow people to continue to enjoy
discovering the Arthur-Pieman,
whilst ensuring this extraordinary
natural asset is protected for
generations to come.

Place names
ARTHUR RIVER: Named in 1827 by Henry Hellyer –
Chief Surveyor for the Van Diemen’s Land Company
– in honour of Governor Arthur, first governor of the Van
Diemen’s Land Colony.
PIEMAN RIVER: Named in 1823 when a Sarah Island
convict escapee was recaptured near here. The convict
was Thomas Kent – a former baker with the nickname
“The Pieman”.
MARRAWAH: Equivalent of the Aboriginal numeral ‘one’
(according to Dr Milligan, J Moore-Robinson, 1911)
REBECCA POINT: The 550 ton barque Rebecca, bound for
Sydney from London, was wrecked near here on 29 April,
1853. Of the 22 people on board, eight survived.
TEMMA: Aboriginal for ‘hut’.
INTERVIEW RIVER: Surveyors for the VDL Company –
Lorymer and Jorgensen – mapped the north-west coast
in 1827. Their journals record an “…interview with a tribe of
Tasmanians” – hence the name.
ITALIAN CREEK/DAGO PLAINS: Both named after an
Italian, with the unlikely name of Frank Airey, who had a
camp on this creek for many years.
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Enquiries
Tasmania Parks & Wildlife Service
www.parks.tas.gov.au
(for track information and on-line permits)
Arthur River
(for track information and permit enquiries)
Phone (03) 6457 1225
Email: arthurriver@parks.tas.gov.au
Ulverstone
Phone (03) 6429 8719
Hobart
Phone 1300 TASPARKS (1300 827 727)

Tasmania Police
(03) 6230 2111 (general enquiries)

Whale strandings
0427-WHALES or 0427 942 537

Coastal weather forecast
(03) 6233 9955
www.bom.gov.au/tas

4WD clubs & associations
4WD Tasmania
www.4wdtasmania.org

Braddon 4WD Club
www.braddon4wd.com
Devonport 4WD Club
email: devonport4wdclub@gmail.com
Ulverstone 4WD Club Inc
www.ulverstone4x4club.4t.com
Dual Sport Motorcycle Riders Association
www.dsmra.asn.au
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WHERE YOU CAN DRIVE
AND WHAT YOU NEED
To drive in the Arthur-Pieman designated vehicle
area, all 4WD, trail bike and quad bike drivers need:
•

a recreational driver pass. Purchase a pass on-line
at http://shop.parks.tas.gov.au, or in-person from
a Service Tasmania outlet or the Parks office at
Arthur River.

•

this Arthur-Pieman Recreational Driving Guide

•

to watch the Arthur‑Pieman Recreational Driving
video: www.youtube.com/user/PWSTasmania

•

a current driver’s licence for the type of vehicle
being driven

•

a registered vehicle(s)
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DOB IN A HOON!

Report environmental vandalism to:
Phone: 0419 976 028 Email: apca.enforcement@parks.tas.gov.au

